Transformation of the gene for hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase.
Purified DNA from wild-type Chinese ovary (CHO) cells has been used to transform three hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) deficient murine cell mutants to the enzyme positive state. Transformants appeared at an overall frequency of 5 x 10(-8) colonies/treated cell and expressed CHO HPRT activity as determined by electrophoresis. One gene recipient, B21, was a newly isolated mutant of LMTK- deficient in both HPRT and thymidine kinase (TK) activities. Transformation of B21 to HPRT+ occurred at 1/5 the frequency of transformation to TK+; the latter was, in turn, an order of magnitude lower than that found in the parental LMTK- cells, 3 x 10(-6). Thus both clonal and marker-specific factors play a role in determining transformability. The specific activity of HPRT in transformant extracts ranged from 0.5 to 5 times the CHO level. The rate of loss of the transformant HPRT+ phenotype, as measured by fluctuation analysis, was 10(-4)/cell/generation. While this value indicates stability compared to many gene transferents, it is much greater than the spontaneous mutation rate at the indigenous locus. The ability to transfer the gene for HPRT into cultured mammalian cells may prove useful for mutational and genetic mapping studies in this well-studied system.